THE FOREST

A  TRPT + BONE

\[ \text{rubato} \]

B  SAKES JOIN

\[ \text{espress.} \]
MINIMAL IMPROV ON THE VIBE OF A, PIANO BASS AND DRUMS LOOSE AND OPEN

OPEN UNTIL C IS CUED

IMPROV CONTINUES

TENOR AND TRUPT

slightly ominous

BONE AND BASS

ALL JOIN

express.

express.

cresc.

cresc.

cresc.

dim.

dim.
The Forest

44 \( \text{mp} \) express. legato

52 rit.

56 [F] TENOR SOLO
DOUBLE X TIME NO CHANGES

60 [A] mp TENOR + TRUPT+ PIANO

slightly ominous

BONE THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION IMPROV SHOULD SLOWLY MOVE TO WRITTEN MATERIAL
The Forest

64

68

73

Gff furious

fff furious

76
cresc. ——— fff
dim.
cresc. ——— fff